SPANNING AND
RETRIEVAL TOOLS

Wet NoodleTM
Magnetic In-Wall Retrieval System
Accept no inferior knock-offs. Use the ORIGINAL Wet Noodle Retriever System. LSDI developed
the ball chain and magnetic retriever concept many years ago to help save installation time. Since its
conception, it immediately became a “must have” tool for retrofit installations. Thanks to our customer’s valuable feedback, LSDI has improved upon the Wet Noodle Retrieval System (WNRS) to provide
more versatility and functionality. One significant improvement made to the flexible retriever is the
addition of a larger more powerful magnet (14”) on the end opposite the original 3/16” Neodymium
magnet. Rounding out this useful tool system is 10 feet of lightweight ball chain with stop ring and the
addition of our 18” telescoping pocked retriever (LBS).
How to use the Wet Noodle
Create a small hole for an entry point
up on the wall (the Wet Noodle works
best in uninsulated walls) and drill a
small hole at the bottom directly below
(1/4”) hole for the small magnet end
or 3/8” for the bigger end). Drop the
Wet Noodle ball chain down giving it
a slight jiggle to make sure it finds the
bottom plate. In most cases you will
“catch” the ball chain by just putting
the magnet end(s) into the bottom
hole. If necessary, bend the flexible
retriever into an “S” shape to get into
the wall for more difficult retrievals. Slowly pull the ball chain to just inside the bottom hole. Using the pocket retriever,
hook the ball chain and bring it out the bottom hole.
The tool kit provides a quick and easy solution for in-wall blind wire pulling making it truly indispensable.

DESCRIPTION
Wet Noodle and Retrieval System
10 ft. Ball Chain with Stop Ring and Connectors
1,000 ft. Roll Ball Chain		
24” Flexible Noodle Retriever
18” Extendable Pocket Retriever (See page 99)

PART NO.

MODEL

LS-85-124
LS-85-024
LS-85-025
LS-85-120
LS-53-310

WNRS
WN10
WN
R24
LBS

Videos for these products and more are available on YouTube:

Wet NoodleTM: https://youtu.be/EoMMoKI0CF4
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